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Mission Statement 
Inspired by the Gospels, and in the spirit of John XXIII, 
Mary Ward and Ignatius Loyola, we seek to be people 
of competence, conscience and compassion who are 

committed to God and the service of others.



The integration of technology is essential to 21st Century Learning and a 
compulsory part of the curriculum. It supports important skills such as 
communication, digital literacy, creativity and self-directed learning.  

Technology is used as a tool to enhance student’s learning. The iPad becomes an 
educational tool and is used alongside books, pencils and paper. 

The technology does not replace or substitute traditional teaching practices, 
rather, enhances what the students are currently doing in the classroom.  

The iPad supports students and teachers to encourage learning at any time, in 
any place.  It expands the learning beyond the four walls of the classroom and 
gives the students access to information. 

Technology in the classroom allows educators to connect globally, expanding 
our student’s understanding of the world and connecting them to real life 
learning. 

Our Beliefs



The iPad is the device of choice in the Primary school for a number of reasons. 

Functionality The iPad has the ability for students to design, create, investigate 
and present their learning using multimodal elements including photo, video 
and audio. 

Choice of Apps The App Store provides teachers and students with a large 
variety of apps to support learning across all Learning Areas. 

Student Familiarity Students are using iPad devices from a young age and they 
are familiar with these when they start school. 

Size and Portability The size of the iPad is appropriate for the hands of our 
young students, as well as easy portability to and from school. 

Inbuilt Accessibility The iPad comes with inbuilt accessibility functions, 
including speak and dictation functions, making learning inclusive for all. 

Secure Operating System Apple’s iOS comes with inbuilt security features and 
no third party antivirus needs to be purchased.  

Workflows The iPad and MacBook work together to create seamless workflows 
between the teacher and the students in the classroom.  

Management  Family Sharing allows parents to manage student devices and  
purchases from a family account. The Screen Time feature also allows parents to 
monitor device usage. 

Why the iPad Device?



Device Requirements
At John XXIII College we have minimum device requirements to support student 
learning. We ask that the minimum screen size is 10.2 inch and the minimum 
storage space is 32GB, however; 128GB is strongly recommended. All iPad 
models must be able to to run iPadOS and support the use of an Apple Pencil. 

iPad cases must cover the corners of the screen, as this will minimise cracked 
screens if dropped. iPad cases must include a stand. If purchasing a case with a 
keyboard, it must include a space to store away or have the ability to detach the 
keyboard. 



iPad 
Package Options



There are two options for families purchasing the student device 
bundle: 

1. Purchase the device and selected additions from our business partner Winthrop 
Australia at:    
https://sales.winaust.com.au/shop/johnjs  

2. Families have the option of sourcing the device and additions from a vendor of 
choice. It is recommended to add AppleCare+ Warranty, for iPad. 

Note: The College has negotiated a ‘drop-off/pick-up’ service for all iPads that need 
repair or replacement. This service will operate through the College ICT Help Desk.  

It is essential to add AppleCare+ and Warranty for your iPad.

https://sales.winaust.com.au/shop/johnjs


FAQs 
Should I purchase a Pencil?  
Yes. A pencil is a requirement for all Year 4 students in 2023. The pencil opens a 
range of creativity options in the classroom, including handwriting, drawing, 
annotating and note taking. The pencil must be clearly labelled or engraved with 
your child’s name. An iPad case with a pencil holder is also a requirement to give 
students a place to store their pencil. We do not recommend purchasing a 
Logitech Crayon. 

What if my child has an older iPad model?  
Our minimum requirement is that the iPad supports iPadOS 15 and the use of an 
Apple Pencil. An older device will have limited functions which can lead to 
difficulty in accessing the classroom program. 

Does my child need a keyboard? 
Yes. A keyboard is a requirement for all Year 4 students in 2023. When 
considering a keyboard for the device, it must include a space to store away or 
the ability to detach the keyboard. Keyboards that do not have this function limit 
functionality in the classroom.  

Can my child have a cellular device?  
No. We ask that you do not purchase a cellular device for your child. If students 
are using an iPad with a sim card, it will need to be removed. Our first priority is 
the student’s safety, and while a device is being used at school, it must be 
connected to the school WiFi network. 

Will student’s iPads be used by other students?  
Only the owner of the iPad will use the device. If students are working 
collaboratively, they are able to share documents through wireless transfer such 
as AirDrop or online tools such as OneNote and Teams.



How often will the iPad be used in the classroom?  
iPads in the classroom are used in planned lessons to assist with the 
achievement of learning outcomes. The iPad usage is based on the learning 
intent of the lesson or unit of work, and how the lesson can be enhanced 
through the use of digital technologies. The iPad will be used for different 
amounts of time each day. 

Where will iPads be stored throughout the day? 
iPads are stored in student drawers in classrooms. All iPads and other devices 
must stay in school bags before and after school. Use of technology before 
school and after school, as well as at recess and lunch, is not permitted and will 
result in a Technology Infringement Notice being issued and the device being 
confiscated. 

Will children learn to type?  
Yes. Students will learn keyboard skills when engaging in tasks with a purpose. 



Will students still be taught spelling and handwriting skills? 
Yes. Students are still taught explicit spelling and handwriting lessons.  The iPad 
does not replace traditional reading and writing tasks in the classroom.  

Do students receive ‘free’ time on the iPads? 
No. The use of iPads at school is to enhance the learning program. Students will 
not receive free time on their devices nor will they be used as a reward. All 
school use of technology is closely monitored by the classroom teacher and the 
ICT department. 

Can students take their iPads home?  
As the iPad device belongs to you, it is your decision as to whether your child 
takes the device home or leaves it at school. If the decision is made to leave the 
iPad at school, it must remain at school for the duration of the term (including 
weekends). Charging stations are supplied for those iPads left at school but a 
charging cable must be brought in from home. iPads that are taken home must 
come to school charged each day. 

Can game apps be downloaded onto the iPad? 
While we highly recommend not having games on the iPad, you are able to 
download apps of your choice onto the device. All home apps must be stored in 
a ‘Home’ folder. This folder must be placed on the last page of the iPad so it 
does not act as a distraction throughout the day. All notifications must be 
switched off for these apps. 

How can I manage my child’s iPad usage at home?  
Before giving your child an iPad, we strongly recommended creating a home 
technology agreement with your child. The iPad should only be used in common 
areas in the home, and should never be used unsupervised in bedrooms. We 
recommend the iPad is also charged in a common area, to ensure good routines 
and behaviours are set. As a College, we recommend Family Zone as a tool to 
manage your family’s technology usage at home.



Family Sharing 
Family Sharing allows up to six members to share apps, iTunes, iBooks and 
iCloud storage, without sharing one account. It also allows families to create 
Apple IDs for children under 13 years of age and provides the option to 
remotely set Screen Time limits and approve App Store purchases for your child. 

We strongly recommend setting up your child's iPad through Family Sharing.  

Setting Up Family Sharing 

1. Create a new Family Group. This can be done through Settings on your 
iPhone or iPad, or through System Preferences on your Mac.  

2. Next, add a Family Member and Create a Child Account 
 Settings > [your name] > Family Sharing > Add Family Member > Create a Child Account > Next 

3. Set a password and security questions for your child.  

4. Turn on Ask To Buy to approve all App Store purchases. 

For further instructions on how to set up Family Sharing, please visit the Apple 
Family Sharing website.

https://support.apple.com/en-au/HT201088
https://support.apple.com/en-au/HT201088


Our app list has been developed and aligned to support teachers and students 
in meeting the Western Australian Curriculum requirements. 

Each app has been carefully reviewed to ensure it allows for content delivery, 
creativity, communication, investigation and problem solving. 

All apps will need to be downloaded at home. Communication will be sent to 
parents if further apps are required during the year. Please ensure all apps are 
updated when required.  

Our full list of apps can be found on the College website.  

 We recommend that no other apps are downloaded onto the device.

App List

http://www.johnxxiii.edu.au/view/for-parents/byodd-student-devices


Digital Technology Expectations
At John XXIII College we ensure all students are able to responsibly, respectfully 
and safely navigate their digital world. 

Our Digital Technology Expectations are designed to support responsible use of 
technology, and fall under four headings: 

 Be Safe 

 Use Technology For Learning 

 Be Respectful to Others  

 Show Care for Technology 

These expectations are displayed across all classrooms from Kindy - Year 6, and 
the students take part in regular explicit and incidental teaching appropriate to 
their year level.



Technology in the Classroom
Please scan the QR codes in the following section to view the student work 
samples for each year level.



Literacy 

Outcome: 
 Literacy 
• Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative and persuasive texts 

demonstrating increasing control over text structures and language features and 
selecting print, and multimodal elements appropriate to the audience and 
purpose (ACELY1682) 

• Re-read and edit texts for meaning, appropriate structure, grammatical choices 
and punctuation (ACELY1683) 

• Use software including word processing programs with growing speed and 
efficiency to construct and edit texts featuring visual, print and audio 
elements (ACELY1685) 

Task: 
• Plan and draft a narrative on their own mythical creatures. 
• Turn their narratives into a book using a drawing application to create the 

illustrations. Record themselves reading their books aloud. 

YEAR 3

Work Sample

2. Create, record and publish

The Corgicorn 
By Elizabeth Cawley

1. Draft

https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/language-features
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/audience
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/word


YEAR 4
Outcome:  
Science 
• Forces and the properties of materials affect the behaviour of a product or 

system (ACTDEK011) 

Design and Technologies 
• Define a problem, and set of sequenced steps, with users making a decision to 

create a solution for a given task (WATPPS27) 

Task:  
• Use a word processing program to publish a scientific recount using visual, print 

and audio elements.

1. Design 2. Plan, build and evaluate

Science, Design and  
Technologies

Work Sample

Bridge Challenge 
By Juliet Kong,Greta Maroni &Aidan Humphreys



YEAR 5
Outcome:  
Science 
• The Earth is part of a system of planets orbiting around a star (the sun) (ACSU078) 

English 
• Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative and persuasive print and 

multimodal texts, choosing text structures, language features, images and sound 
appropriate to purpose and audience (ACELY1704) 

• Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations for defined audiences and purposes 
incorporating accurate and sequenced content and multimodal 
elements (ACELY1700) 

Task:  
• Create a ‘Planet’ travel show style video presentation. 
• Research important facts and details of a selected Terrestrial or Jovian planet using  

suggested websites and resources. 
• Create a Mind Map of your planet. 
• Collaborate with a partner and write the script. 

Science, Literacy 

1. Research and plan

Work Sample
2. Record and present  

information

By Alila Iredale and Georgie Gleghorn 

https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/text
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/language-features
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/audience


YEAR 6
Outcomes:  
HASS 
• Translate collected information and/or data to a variety of different formats (e.g. create 

a timeline, draw maps) (WAHASS58) 

Design and Technologies 
• Design, modify, follow and represent both diagrammatically, and in written text, 

alternative solutions (WATPPS35) 

Digital Technologies 
• Implement and use simple visual programming environments that 

include branching (decisions), iteration (repetition) and user input (ACTDIP020) 

Task: 
• Plan and design a 2-dimensional College tour map. 
• Recreate a 3-dimensional College tour using MineCraft Edu. 
• Screen record your voices taking a prospective family on the tour.

HASS, Design Technologies  
and Digital Technologies

Work Sample
1. Map 2. Create, Build, Record

Minecraft College Tour
By Zoe Hipolito and Grace Fry

https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/syllabus/technologies-overview/glossary/modify
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/syllabus/technologies-overview/glossary/branching
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/syllabus/technologies-overview/glossary/iteration

